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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
THE COMPANY

Contemporary Modern Connections (CMC) is a dance company. The company 
specializes in contemporary and modern dance genre classes, workshops, and 
performances and is based in Rochester, New York.


THE COMPANY’S MISSION

Contemporary Modern Connections’ mission is “to provide an artistic workspace in 
which dancers and choreographers can test their limits, hone their craft, and become 
comfortable performing.”


SERVICES

Contemporary Modern Connections provides dance classes and workshops for adult 
dancers and choreographers. They also provide occasional dance performances to the 
public. 


MARKETING PLAN

Contemporary Modern Connections plans to inform and encourage their target 
audience through social media, direct mail, and email marketing channels. The 
company hopes this will encourage class enrollment and ticket sales to future 
performances. 


THE COMPETITION

The Floor Dance Company, Articul8 Dance Studio, and Premier Dance Center are 
Contemporary Modern Connections’ competitors in the Rochester area. They offer 
similar services as CMC and target part of the same audience.


COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Compared to competitors, Contemporary Modern Connections offers a more 
specialized and professional approach to running a dance company. While many local 
competitors cover a variety of dance genres and target younger children and teens, 
Contemporary Modern Connections offers a more adult approach to dance classes, 
workshops, and performances and focuses all of their energy on two specific dance 
genres. 


TARGET MARKET

Contemporary Modern Connections has two target audiences: one for those who want 
to take classes and workshops, and one for those who want to buy tickets to 
performances. For those who want to take classes at CMC, the target audience is 
18-25 year old Rochester residents with prior dance experience and a median income. 
For those who want to buy performance tickets, the target audience is 25-65 year old 
Rochester residents with friends, colleagues, or family members that are a part of CMC 
and a higher income. 
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MANAGEMENT

Contemporary Modern Connections is owned and co-operated by Sarah Babbage. The 
other co-operator of Contemporary Modern Connections is Paige Babbage. There is 
one additional employee of the company who holds a part-time position as a secretary/
office manager. The key advisor of the company is Patty Bellucco, owner and artistic 
director of Performance Plus Dance Studio.


STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT

As of June 21st, 2019, Contemporary Modern Connections has developed a business 
plan and has determined the finances needed in order to officially move forward into 
the start-up phase. Currently, they are working on securing funding, building working 
relationships with local businesses, and developing an online presence.


FUNDS SOUGHT AND UTILIZATION

Contemporary Modern Connections is starting off with approximately $8,000 in 
personal funds. CMC is seeking $15,000 from investors, which will hopefully come 
primarily through friends and family and secondarily through a credit union. 
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION 
Contemporary Modern Connections (CMC), LLC is a dance company based in 
Rochester, New York that specializes in contemporary and modern genre dance 
classes, workshops, and performances targeted towards adult dancers and 
choreographers. 


OUR MISSION

Contemporary Modern Connections’ mission is to provide an artistic workspace in 
which dancers and choreographers can test their limits, hone their craft, and become 
comfortable performing in front of others. 


Contemporary Modern Connections wants to be most known for the way it expands 
upon the contemporary and modern genres of dance, as well as for encouraging 
diversity in the dance industry. It can be hard for young choreographers and 
professional dancers to break into the industry and add noteworthy projects to their 
portfolio. CMC would like to be the dance company that many see as a perfect first 
start to their amazing and expansive dance careers. 


SERVICES

Contemporary Modern Connections is a service-based business. The service provided 
will be artistic mentorship and education. More specifically, CMC will provide classes, 
workshops, and teaching opportunities for dancers and choreographers in the 
Rochester area. CMC will also put on occasional dance performances that are open to 
the public with affordable, reasonable ticket prices. 


DEVELOPMENT-TO-DATE

Contemporary Modern Connections was formed in 2019. It is in its earlier development 
stages. CMC is currently establishing etiquette guidelines for the company as well as 
working on securing a rentable space and hiring an additional semi-permanent staff 
member to work in a receptionist position. 


Contemporary Modern Connections is also in the midst of developing its online 
presence, which involves website creation and social media management. This will 
allow CMC to communicate with those interested in working for the company, taking 
part in classes and workshops, and attending future performances. 


Additionally, CMC is busy forming a working relationship with a local Rochester dance 
studio, Performance Plus. This working relationship is being formed with the hopes of 
encouraging Performance Plus graduates to continue their dance education by 
attending CMC classes, workshops, and performances. This working relationship is 
modeled off of a similar relationship in the dance industry in the Rochester area 
between the Rochester City Ballet and the Draper Center. 


LEGAL STATUS AND OWNERSHIP
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Currently, Contemporary Modern Connections has been registered as a Limited 
Liability Company in the state of New York. CMC is owned by Sarah Babbage and co-
operated by Sarah Babbage and her sister Paige Babbage. As the owner and co-
operator of CMC, Sarah Babbage will act as the over-arching decision-maker for the 
company. She will have first say in hiring of staff and scheduling of events as well as 
the final say on the content that makes up CMC’s classes, workshops, and 
performances. She will work with Paige Babbage on making both financial and artistic 
decisions, using Paige’s experience in the dance industry and in the customer service 
industry as guidance when it comes to creating a company that is as successful as it is 
creative. 
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS AND TRENDS 
Contemporary Modern Connections (CMC), LLC is a dance company based in 
Rochester, New York that specializes in contemporary and modern genre dance 
classes, workshops, and performances. CMC will be primarily involved in the dance 
industry and will therefore be dealing with the plethora of constantly changing trends 
and barriers of that industry. 


INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Dance is something that has been a part of the human experience for centuries. Over 
the past decade, the popularity of dance-based reality television (SYTYCD, Dance 
Moms, World of Dance, etc) and the rise of social media platforms like Instagram have 
made dance a much larger part of the media that the public consumes. More and more 
people are recognizing dance for its artistic history and its athletic potential and finding 
ways to incorporate dance into their lives.


The dance industry is an industry heavily based on a loyal group of people that work 
incredibly hard to continue to push this industry to expand and grow. Employment 
rates, number of dance-related businesses, and the industry’s yearly revenue has 
continued to increase with this resurgence in popularity. There has been a spike in 
interest for almost every genre of dance classes, but especially in the genres most 
popular on social media: modern, contemporary, and hip hop.


While many dance studios that teach children are considered all-around technical 
schools, dance companies made up of adult dancers and choreographers often rely on 
genre specialization in order to make themselves stand out and gain a following. The 
most popular form of professional dance company is ballet, but jazz, hip hop, modern, 
and theater-based companies are among the most common.The most popular cities 
for dance are New York City and Los Angeles, primarily due to the theater and movie 
industry opportunities available in those areas. Most advertising for dance companies, 
studios, workshops, performances, and conventions is done online through social 
media and through each company’s individual website.


The majority of adult dancers delve into teaching and choreographing, or have great 
ambitions to. Those not working for professional companies often find work at smaller 
studios or at traveling dance conventions and competitions. Considering it is not 
uncommon for a dancer’s time at a company to be short and for salaries to be lower 
than in other entertainment industries, many dancers eventually get involved in running 
some sort of dance-related business to supplement their income.


MARKET OPPORTUNITY

Rochester, New York is a city that has a large number of dance studios and companies 
for its population size, offering several opportunities for those interested in learning and 
performing. There are a great number of dance studios in Rochester for children and 
teens interested in both the technical and performance aspects of dance, but there are 
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a limited amount of adult dance companies in the area. There is no dance company in 
Rochester that specializes in contemporary and modern dance, which means that 
Contemporary Modern Connections will fulfill a niche role in the area. Additionally, 
employment is on the rise again in Rochester, meaning more people will have a steady 
source of income that will allow them to better afford workshops, classes, and tickets 
to performances.


BARRIERS TO ENTRY

Contemporary Modern Connections is a new business in an industry that is growing 
slower than most entertainment-based industries. This could possibly restrict CMC 
from successfully getting off the ground. Although people are more interested in dance 
now than they have been in a long time, it still takes a while for that interest to transfer 
into substantial, secure profit. A new business, especially in an industry where a large 
majority of studio owners are older and more experienced than the owner of CMC, is 
an incredibly uncertain venture. Additionally, costs for rented dance space, technology, 
permitting, and rented performance space can all add up to be a daunting sum of 
money that many studios struggle to pay off.


LONG-TERM OPPORTUNITIES

Although the dance industry’s growth is slower in comparison to other entertainment 
industries, but it is still growing. In a world where dance videos make up a large 
majority of the most popular videos circulating around Instagram, there are many 
estimates that the public’s interest in dance and the potential it holds from an athletic 
and artistic standpoint will only continue to grow as social media becomes a concrete 
part of our daily lives and as more people struggle to find new ways to stay healthy and 
active. 


We are now reaching a point in our society where anyone with enough ambition and 
marketing knowledge can make a legitimate, profitable career off of their art. More 
people are interested in starting dance lessons younger and more adults have realized 
the athletic potential of dance. There are television shows about dance, multiple 
magazines, and a huge number of movies. The art form is continuing to be highlighted, 
no matter where in the world, and that is an exciting thing to be a part of.
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TARGET MARKET 
Contemporary Modern Connections is a company that will be greatly involved in the 
entertainment and dance industries. Our focus in Rochester, New York and our stylistic 
preferences as a dance business provide us with a unique market to target and take full 
advantage of.


MARKET DESCRIPTION

Contemporary Modern Connections will be most involved in the professional dance 
industry, a subsection of the incredibly broad entertainment industry. Within the 
professional dance industry, CMC will be even more focused on adult dancers and 
choreographers with an emphasis on mentorship and performances over technique 
and basic skill learning. Offering a professional, genre-specific approach in an industry 
that is growing in internet popularity will offer us the unique opportunity to promote our 
business online and target those that are most interested in our service, allowing them 
an opportunity to become the first of their kind in Rochester, New York. 


MARKET SIZE AND TRENDS

The dance industry, like many other entertainment-related industries, is a difficult one 
to navigate. Things are always changing and trends are constantly evolving. Currently, 
dance is increasing in popularity overall due to its increase in visibility on television and 
online. Dance videos are incredibly popular on social media, especially Facebook and 
Instagram.


Studies show that younger women especially are choosing dance classes over 
traditional exercise and the number of people enrolling their children in dance classes 
is increasing again. Dance performances and events in many cities are often 
considered to be “well-attended”, with more and more people being interested in 
supporting those types of performances. 


The dance industry’s employment rate has risen over 2% in the last 5 years. In 2018 
alone, the dance industry’s revenue increased 2.8% and is only expected to continue 
to increase in the next 5 years. 2019’s revenue clocks in at an estimated $4 billion 
dollars, up from 2018’s $3.6 billion. Approximately 1 in 4 professional dancers/
choreographers are considered self-employed, either through their own studios, 
through freelance opportunities, or through owning some other type of dance-related 
business (online dance clothing and shoe stores are especially common). This number 
is expected to increase as there has been an average of 2% growth in number of 
dance-related businesses every year for the past five years in America.


TARGET CUSTOMERS

Contemporary Modern Connections has two specific target markets to work with: the 
target market of the dancers and choreographers we want to work with and the target 
market of those who will buy tickets for and attend our performances. 
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When it comes to the dancers and choreographers we want to work with, we are 
looking at a very specific group of people. This target market looks as follows:

• 18-25 years of age

• Previous dance experience (preferably in a dance studio environment, preferably in 

contemporary and modern genres)

• Located in the Rochester area (or willing to travel)

• Middle class (or higher) income that would allow them to afford to take classes/

workshops

• High interest in modern and contemporary dance styles

• Looking for an opportunity to hone their stylistic abilities

This target market will make up the largest majority of the people we will closely work 
with at Contemporary Modern Connections. We want them to understand our intention 
with the creation of CMC and we hope to build a strong and loyal base with this target 
market that will continue to work with us through several performances. 


When it comes to the target market for the people who will buy tickets for and attend 
our performances, we are looking at a much more broad group of people. This target 
market looks as follows:

• 25-65 years of age

• Located in Rochester area (or willing to travel)

• Higher income 

• Friend or family member of CMC attendee

• High interest in donation/supporting the company/helping us put on more 

performances

• Looking to attend unique/different performance art events

This target market will provide our business with the most amount of profit. We hope to 
encourage this group of people to support our business through not only purchasing 
tickets to our events, but also donating to our business to further push us to new 
heights. 


MARKET READINESS

When it comes to what the market is ready for, Contemporary Modern Connections 
believes that it will fit well into the dance industry and offer extraordinary opportunities 
for its target market. The dance industry is growing and the dance industry in 
Rochester is no exception to that. Eventually, the dancers within child and teen-
oriented dance studios and programs have to grow up and when they do, they will 
need a place that caters to adults and will expand their artistic abilities. Additionally, as 
the dance industry (and the entertainment industry) grows, there will be more people 
looking for portfolio-expanding work and new opportunities. There is no opportunity 
more fresh and different than CMC, a new company formed by younger dancers 
geared towards unique and artistic individuals. 


STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES

As mentioned previously, Contemporary Modern Connections fills a niche in the dance 
industry, especially in the Rochester area. When it comes to the target market of our 
dancers and choreographers, our unique approach to the traditional dance company 
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will stand out to them. The millennial generation (the majority of this target market) is 
always looking for something exciting and new, something other people have not done 
before. They want an opportunity to show what they can do, and CMC can provide that 
for them. When it comes to the target market of our performance attendees, the adults 
in Rochester, both on the younger and on the older side, probably have not seen many 
professional examples of the genres in which CMC specializes. We want to present 
them with the kinds of shows that expand their perceptions of what dance can really 
be and how performance art can hold such a special and impactful place in our lives.
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THE COMPETITION 
Although Contemporary Modern Connections is a niche and specialized company, it 
still has competition within the Rochester area. The major of CMC’s competition when 
the company starts out will come from dance studios in the area that offer adult dance 
classes and workshops. There are a few major performance dance companies in the 
Rochester area as well, but their differing genre specialization and large, long-standing 
business strategies mean that CMC will not be directly competing with them until the 
company experiences some major growth and development. 


COMPETITORS

Three prominent dance companies that Contemporary Modern Connections will be 
competing against in the Rochester area are: 


1. The Floor Dance Company, based on the South Rochester 

2. Articul8 Dance Studio, based in East Rochester

3. Premier Dance Center, based in West Rochester (town of Greece)


ADVANTAGES

The Floor Dance Company is a dance studio that features classes and workshops in a 
variety of dance genres. The company is heavy on technique as well as performances. 
The company was founded in 2017 and has a singular location on the south side of 
Rochester, New York. The Floor teaches students of all ages. They offer several adult 
classes (one of which is a contemporary class), mostly referred to as “drop in” classes. 
“Drop in” classes are one-time classes that anyone can purchase admission to. The 
Floor has a competition team and they hold a dance recital for all students every single 
May.


Articul8 Dance Studio is a dance company located in East Rochester, New York. 
Classes at Articul8 are small enough for every dancer to get individual attention from 
dance teachers and choreographers. Articul8 Dance Studio teaches students as young 
as 3 years old in a wide variety of dance. They allow alumni to return to teach 
workshops. Articul8 does not advertise adult classes or workshops because they 
happen so infrequently. Articul8 has a competition team that is open to higher-level 
dancers and they have an end-of-the-season performance every June.


Premier Dance Center is a dance studio based in West Rochester, New York that 
believes in providing a safe and fun environment for children and teens. They provide a 
technical education in a great variety of dance genres. Premier Dance Center was 
founded in 1999 and teaches dancers ages 3 and up in approximately 6 different 
genres of dance. Premier does not advertise holding any classes for adult dancers 
because they happen infrequently. Premier has a traveling dance competition team and 
they hold a dance recital every June. 
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Contemporary Modern Connections has several advantages over our competitors. Our 
biggest advantage is that we offer something much more specialized and unique in 
comparison. We specialize in two genres of dance: contemporary and modern. We do 
not provide an overall dance education because that is not our mission. We want our 
dancers and choreographers to be able to explore their craft, while also honing their 
stylistic abilities. We want our ticket-purchasing audiences to be able to experience 
performances that are cohesive in genre and aesthetic, whereas other studios’ 
performances are just overall showcases for all of their dancers. Contemporary Modern 
Connections focuses on adult dancers, especially those that have already grown up in 
a dance studio environment. We are not trying to work with children because that 
market has already been fulfilled in Rochester. Instead, we are offering a much more 
professional opportunity for dancers and choreographers in a city that desperately 
needs more entertainment career options. 


BARRIERS TO ENTRY

A major barrier that Contemporary Modern Connections could face when it comes to 
trying to compete with the current competition is the specialization in genre and the 
lack of long-standing or prominent dance figures as faculty members. The 
specialization in genre could be a major barrier because even though contemporary 
and modern genres of dance are incredibly (and increasingly) popular in the dance 
community, they might not be as popular in the area. CMC will be the only company in 
the area that solely specializes in those two genres, which makes us unique, but that 
uniqueness could hurt us if the target audience is not looking to implement more of 
those styles of dance into their lives. The lack of long-standing or prominent dance 
figures as faculty members could hurt CMC because people tend to be much more 
trustworthy of people with a large amount of industry experience. Because CMC will be 
run primarily by two younger dancers and choreographers, we do not have that same 
reputation within our industry that other studio’s faculty have. 


STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES

Contemporary Modern Connections has quite a few needs to meet in its target market, 
but we are confident that we can find a way to differentiate ourselves from our 
competitors in a positive and impactful way. Rochester needs more opportunities like 
what CMC is offering. Although the artistic and entertainment industries in Rochester 
have been flourishing as of late, there is still a distinct lack of clear paths for 
professionals to take to continue expanding upon their abilities and to gain relevant, 
portfolio-worthy experience. This means that most artists and performers that grow up 
in the Rochester area find themselves moving away to more prominent cities to chase 
their dreams. A lack of industry professionals hurts Rochester’s entertainment industry 
and hurts Rochester’s economy as well. Contemporary Modern Connections wants to 
provide these dancers and choreographers that might have left Rochester to pursue 
positions in companies in other cities with an opportunity that they have not had 
before. We want to mentor the young artists that make this city what it is, not push 
them away. We want to provide people with an opportunity to participate in and/or 
watch the most unique genres of dance elevated to a professional and never-before-
seen level in Rochester. 
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MARKETING PLAN AND SALES STRATEGY 
MARKETING MESSAGE

Contemporary Modern Connections allows dancers and choreographers a professional 
environment to hone their craft and better their performance abilities.


Customer Needs 
Rochester is an environment rich in dance, but with very few professional opportunities 
for adult dancers and choreographers outside of traditional teaching. Contemporary 
Modern Connections wants to provide dancers, choreographers, and the dance-
interested public an opportunity to expand their abilities, learn about themselves as 
artists, and experience a new side of the art form.


MARKETING OPTIONS:

SOCIAL MEDIA/VIRAL MARKETING

Social media marketing (also often referred to as viral marketing) is one of the fastest 
growing methods of business marketing. Through popular social media platforms, 
businesses can convey messages, advertise promotions, and increase the public’s 
brand awareness. Social media marketing is often inexpensive and incredibly versatile. 
Videos, pictures, graphics, and text can all be utilized through social media, and that is 
just what Contemporary Modern Connections plans to do. Contemporary Modern 
Connections plans to utilize the social media platforms of Instagram and Facebook as 
their primary means of marketing. Through these platforms, Contemporary Modern 
Connections hopes to communicate with its potential customers, convey important 
information on location and hours, and further stimulate conversation about modern 
and contemporary dance genres. 


DIRECT MAIL MARKETING

Because Contemporary Modern Connections is targeting a specific area and city 
(Rochester, New York), one of the choices for marketing channels available is direct 
mail marketing. Direct mail marketing involves the sending of postcards, pamphlets, or 
newsletters advertising a business through the US postal service. While Contemporary 
Modern Connections is aiming to mostly target millennials, there will still need to be 
efforts made through older forms of marketing like direct mail marketing. By getting 
together a solid list of addresses in the Rochester area closest to the building that 
CMC is renting, CMC can affectively get the attention of many local adults. Even if 
every postcard sent through the mail does not reach the exact audience that CMC is 
looking for, it will still inform Rochester’s citizens about the company. The postcards 
sent through the mail will feature the address of the company, the main service we are 
advertising, and include some form of promotion (i.e. 50% off your first class/workshop 
with us). 


EMAIL MARKETING
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Email marketing is one of the most effective marketing strategies available to 
businesses. Email marketing especially helps small businesses, who often do not have 
major budgets to advertise through other channels. There are many different tools 
online that a business can buy and use to obtain strong emailing lists and formats that 
convey their message to their target audience. Because Contemporary Modern 
Connections is targeting a younger audience for their company members and class 
and workshop attendees, email marketing is a great way to reach that audience. 
Putting together a strong email list with the help of an online program like Constant 
Contact or OptinMonster will be a perfect way for us to keep our marketing budget on 
the more reasonable side while also being able to produce amazing and interesting 
contact. The emails that Contemporary Modern Connections plans to send out will be 
simple and minimalist in design, but feature essential information that will further 
educate our target audience about our brand and its services. Locations, hours, and 
contact information will all be included and emphasized within every email.
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OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT 
Contemporary Modern Connections is a Rochester, New York-based dance company 
that focuses on contemporary and modern dance genre classes, workshops, and 
performances. CMC provides artistic mentorship for adult choreographers and dancers 
as well as entertainment for the show-attending public. CMC views themselves as 
professional and creative, allowing those within the company to expand their ideas 
while still maintaining the quality and aesthetic that CMC would like to be known for. 


Contemporary Modern Connections operates weekly out of a rentable space in 
Rochester. The current rentable space is a warehouse-style space, a very large room in 
which only one workshop or class can be held at a time. This large singular room will 
be reminiscent of traveling dance conventions, with portable flooring as well as 
portable speakers. As the company grows, a better sound system will be put in place 
and there may be additional space rented to hold multiple classes at once. All CMC 
performances will be held at a separate and larger location that is rented out only when 
needed for the actual rehearsals and performances. 


There is a limited number of CMC employees because dancers and choreographers 
that audition for the company will be crafting the majority of their own performances. 
Faculty will consist of the owner and co-operators as well as a receptionist and a 
creative co-lead. Faculty will act as mentors to dancers and choreographers, allowing 
them the space, time, and guidance to expand their artistic abilities. 


TECHNOLOGY

The technology used by Contemporary Modern Connections will be very limited, as it 
is a much more service-based company with a focus in the arts. The software used will 
be for editing music, creating content for social media, and crafting schedules and 
memos. There will be a few “company designated” hardware elements to assist with 
running classes, social media content creation, and communication. 


Software: Microsoft Office, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Audition


Hardware: MacBook Pro (1), iPhone (1), Sony GTKXB90 High Power Portable Bluetooth 
Speaker (2)


Product Cost Quantity Total Cost

MacBook Pro $1,499.00 1 $1,499.00

iPhone 7 $549.00 1 $549.00

Sony Speakers $298.00 2 $596

Adobe Photoshop $20.99 per month 1 $239.88 per year

Product
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MANAGEMENT: 

KEY EMPLOYEES 

Sarah Babbage - Owner/Co-Operator/Project Manager

Sarah Babbage has been dancing for almost her entire life. She has had dance training 
at Performance Plus, where she learned the foundation of contemporary and modern 
dance as well as gained experience with choreography. As owner and co-operator of 
the company, Sarah will serve as a project manager, overseeing every class, workshop, 
and performance event that CMC puts on. She will have final say over the company’s 
financial and artistic decisions. 


Paige Babbage - Co-Operator/Creative Lead/Choreographer

Paige Babbage grew up dancing at Performance Plus Dance Studio, where she would 
then become an employee for several years. She has experience choreographing many 
different genres of dance, but is especially in love with the contemporary and modern 
genres. As someone with choreographing experience as well as ties to the dance 
industry, Paige will organize every performance that CMC puts on as well as 
choreograph during certain workshops and classes.


TBD - Receptionist/Social Media Manager

When things get busy at CMC, there needs to be someone present to answer phone 
calls and emails for the company as well as post relevant information on the company’s 
social media accounts, such as class updates, workshop availability, and performance 
dates. 


KEY ADVISORS

Patty Bellucco - Owner/Artistic Director, Performance Plus Dance Productions. 

Patty Bellucco has been involved in the dance industry for over 35 years. She currently 
runs Performance Plus Dance Productions, a company with which CMC would like to 
have a working relationship. She will be providing guidance as CMC gets off the 
ground as well as recommending CMC to Performance Plus graduates.  


MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

1. Sarah Babbage - Owner/Co-Operator/Project Manager

2. Paige Babbage - Co-Operator/Creative Lead/Choreographer

2.   Patty Bellucco - Advisor

3. TBD - Receptionist/Social Media Manager


Adobe Audition $20.99 per month 1 $239.88 per year

Microsoft Office $8.25 per month 1 $99.99 per year

Total Cost Of All 
Products:

$3,223.75

Cost Quantity Total CostProduct
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FINANCIALS  

Because Contemporary Modern Connections will be run in a physical rent-controlled 
building and will offer athletic-related services, operation and equipment costs will run 
high. Contemporary Modern Connections will be primarily financed through personal 
funds and loans from friends and family. Because Contemporary Modern Connections 
is a new company, it will be incredibly difficult to obtain funding from other outlets. The 
owner of Contemporary Modern Connections, Sarah Babbage, has been saving money 
for the express purpose of opening this business and plans to ask more well-off and 
competent family members and friends for financial assistance for the first few years or 
so of the company’s existence. When Contemporary Modern Connections has better 
established itself as a business and has proved it can make a profit, the owner of the 
company hopes that they will be able to qualify for a small business loan from ESL 
Federal Credit Union. 


START-UP COSTS
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SOURCES OF FUNDING:

CREDIT UNION

Getting business loans through a credit union is a really common form of financing for 
small businesses. More and more people are choosing credit unions over banks 
because of the open and relationship-driven environment they create. The biggest 
advantage of a credit union is that it is a not-for-profit organization. They still offer the 
financial services that major banks do, but with the added element of returning more of 
their profits to their members through reduced fees and rates. They care about building 
a relationship with their customers much more than making a decent profit off of them 
and tend to offer a more personalized approach to everything they do. The biggest 
disadvantage of a credit union is that they are membership based and are made to 
serve local areas. This works well for businesses that plan to work in one area, but not 
for businesses with major plans of expanding. This targeted area approach often also 
means that competition for loans is high, meaning that it might not be any easier to 
receive a loan from a credit union than it would be to receive a loan from a bank. 


PERSONAL FUNDS

Over 50% of small business start-ups are partially financed using the business owner’s 
personal funds. Using personal funds often requires the use of saving accounts, 
borrowing against 401(k)s, and selling certain items. The biggest advantage of using 
personal funds is the fact that the easiest person to borrow money from for the new 
business owner is themselves. They are the most dedicated to their project and they 
will not have to worry about an exact timeline to pay themselves back. The biggest 
disadvantage of using personal funds is that there is a high risk of the business owner 
losing all of that money when the business goes under. 


FRIENDS/FAMILY

One of the most common sources of funding for many start-ups are the business 
owner’s friends and family. This is most often does as a form of a loan, which business 
owner’s later pay back with some form of interest once the business becomes 
profitable. The main advantage of borrowing money from friends and family is that they 
are already well-known people in the business owner’s life. There is already a 
relationship there that holds love, trust, and respect. Friends and family that loan you 
money will not charge you high interest rates for that loan, and some will not charge 
you any interest at all. The main disadvantage of friends and family funding is that it 
can complicate personal relationships if not handled correctly. Friends and family need 
to be treated with professionalism and respect because this is still considered a loan. A 
contract should be written up and a basic set of guidelines should be thoroughly 
understood before any money is accepted to ensure that this will not hurt the business 
later on.
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ADDITIONAL FINANCIALS: PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT - YEAR 1
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ADDITIONAL FINANCIALS: PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT - YEAR 2
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ADDITIONAL FINANCIALS: PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT - YEAR 3
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ADDITIONAL FINANCIALS: SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS
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